
ALUMINUM, STEEL AND GLUE
DENT REPAIR STATION

MWS-GTK-AL-ST-110V-A

THE PROFESSIONAL DENT REPAIR SOLUTION
Get the best of all worlds with the MWS-GTK-AL-ST 
station, the professional solution for your dent repair 
needs. With the PR-3, DA-3 the PRO-GTK Glue tab kit 
and a variety of pulling tools on one mobile station, 
you can repair any dent anywhere in the shop.
The MWS-GTK-AL-ST station also offers a wide 
range of dent pulling accessories and tools. These 
added tools gives technicians the ability to pull any 
dent on any material.
The station provides plenty of storage space to 
ensure that steel and aluminum tools are stored sepa-
rately and safely.   
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Save time with quick application of pull keys Apply keys and studs with Drawn Arc Welding

Drawers for convenient tools storage Quick and effective Paintless dent removal 
with the Glue Tab Kit and PB-10 Pull Bar Multiple tools storage solutions on all sides of the station

The PRO-65 provides targeted dent pulling Tightly arrange keys for a more consistent pull

DA-3 Info:
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PR-3 AUTO STEEL DENT PULLING
The PR-3 Auto generates precise current and time 
to prevent damage and corrosion to the backside 
of the workpiece.
The PR-3 Auto senses when the pull key has made 
contact with the material and automatically welds 
the key to the piece being repaired. The Auto 
feature is very quick and user friendly.

PRO-GTK GLUE TAB DENT REPAIR KIT
the Pro Spot Glue Tab Dent Repair Kit will help with 
your dent repair process by cutting repair time by 
avoiding welding or arc procedures.
This kit works on Aluminum and Steel, directly on 
painted materials. No need to grind. It has multiple 
style pull accessories for any dent and Reusable 
Pull Tabs. No Panel Removal is required and it 
eliminates any backside corrosion, burn through 
and  welding.

DA-3 DENT PULLING SYSTEM
The Pro Spot DA-3 Synergic Drawn Arc welder easily 
applies pulling keys and threaded studs so that various 
tools can be used to pull dents from steel and aluminum 
panels.
The DA-3 serves different functions for a variety of 
repair procedures, it has a color graphics screen for 
easy and intuitive setup, customizable and storable 
weld programs, SD card memory to update and add 
programs, and is extremely lightweight.

NO GASREQUIRED!
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